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• Abstract (300 words):
The architectural studio environment is unique in many ways, and is both a physical space but also a pedagogical and cultural space where learning and teaching happens. Traditionally, architecture teaching is centered around the architectural design studio, which generally takes place once or twice weekly between the individual student and their tutor. Teaching is further punctuated by regular pin-ups, where students present their design work and process to tutors and external guests or ‘critics’ and the wider peer group. Students spend a substantial amount of time working on their design project in preparation for the next tutorial or presentation.

Pedagogically, the studio is based on project-based learning and offers a great potential for both reflective practice and integration of abstract knowledge into projects. It is sometimes described as ‘reflection in action’ supported by a master/apprentice approach with regular feedback on the student’s design development. Studio culture also supports peer-peer learning, which happens in formalized group work as well as informally in the absence of tutors. Studio culture can
also lead to unhealthy practices such as peer-peer pressure and competition, long hours, isolation from other studios and activities outside studio, but also contains potential learning advantages because peers’ working process and progress is made visible. Additionally, students can experience stress when they are exposed to negative ‘public evaluation’ of their work. While there is space for group work and peer-peer learning in studio, at present studio culture tends to focus and reward individual progress and independent work; this is counter to team spirit and collaborative practices, as encountered in the reality of architectural practice.

Through experimental case studies at different levels, this paper illustrates ways to develop the unique and positive aspects of studio culture by fostering student-student learning to underpin and support tutor-student learning activities in studio.
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